Fluke is closely monitoring how the spread of COVID-19 virus is affecting our employees and business operations. We have developed preparedness plans to help protect employee safety around the world while safely continuing business operations.

Fluke’s supply chain is global with manufacturing facilities, distributions centers and suppliers located on six continents and many countries. The virus’ impact on that global supply chain is highly dynamic with new information received hourly and risk mitigation actions continually deployed. Providing a single, concise and universally relevant supply chain assessment is not possible. However, the following information provides a high-level summary of the virus impact:

- Some Fluke factory sites and suppliers are located within the affected regions with production output temporarily disrupted. While China and Asia Pacific countries were first to experience this, other regions will become disrupted.
- Supply Chain teams are working to mitigate the disruptions. In many cases the disruption is limited to a few weeks. Some shortages may require several months to fully solve.
- Lead-times for Fluke products disrupted by the virus are extended to reflect current expectations.

If you have additional questions, please contact your Fluke representative.

Thank you in advance for your understanding as we address this global challenge.